TanzLII: Be Informed, Be Empowered

Send us your comments and suggestions via the contact form

https://tanzlii.org/about/

Find help on how to use TanzLII

https://lliiguide.docs.laws.africa/

We thank our partners the GIZ, the Indigo Trust, AfricanLII and Laws.Africa
Access Tanzanian Law, Anytime, Anywhere

TanzLII is a free-to-use platform for Tanzanian law, supported by key government institutions in Tanzania: judgments are published by the Judiciary of Tanzania, while legislation is maintained by the Office of the Attorney General.

• Created in 2018, TanzLII is a government-led initiative promoting transparency and accessibility in the legal system of Tanzania
• TanzLII is the only government-maintained electronic research platform in Tanzania. The case law and legislation published on the website are authoritative and accurate
• TanzLII promotes the use of kiSwahili and is available in both English and kiSwahili
• TanzLII is connected to regional and continental legal information systems.

Legal Resources at Your Fingertips

On TanzLII, you can access case law from all registries of the High Court and Court of Appeal, starting from the 1970s for some collections. Legislation - current and repealed, principal and subsidiary. We also host Tanzania Gazette supplements and Law Reform Commission reports.

Empowering Justice and Citizens

TanzLII incorporates world-class standards to deliver legal information in a user-friendly and accurate manner.

• Mobile-friendly and available offline on desktops via Pocket Law
• Essential details of legal documents at a glance
• Powerful search experience
• Automated citation extraction and linkage across judgments, legislation, journals and law reform reports
• Simplified legislation research with timeline of amendments, full historical versions of acts, details and dates of amendment Acts, commencement dates and much more
• Compare current and historical versions of legislation
• Easier reading without jumping through the document